Hamilton Beach® Sure-Crisp® Air Fry Digital Countertop Oven with Rotisserie

**Endless Possibilities** – With six different settings to choose from, the possibilities are endless- air fry, toast, bake, broil, pizza and rotisserie settings with the new Sure-Crisp Digital Countertop Oven. The countertop oven uses convection power to ensure food is browned and crisp every time.

**Effortless Results** – The Sure Crisp Oven uses powerful, ultra-hot air to ensure crisp food with minimal to no oil.

**Unique Features** – Select from numerous digital controls: cooking, air fry and rotisserie. With three rack positions, it is easy to cook a wide variety of foods. It also includes a 2 hour timer for bake, convection and rotisserie functions for increased safety. The Sure Crisp Digital Countertop Oven has all of the traditional functions, while offering enough space to feed the entire family. Fit up to 6 slices of bread, a whole chicken or a 12” pizza.
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**DETAILS**

**Product Name:**
Hamilton Beach® Sure-Crisp® Air Fry Digital Countertop Oven with Rotisserie

**Model:** 31193

**MSRP:** $119.99

**Availability:** Now
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